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Wind & Solar Energy Excursion 

One of Folkecenter’s traditions is the excursion to the yearly wind exhibition in 
Germany, which normally takes place either in Husum or in Hamburg. The exhibition 
is a really good option for the students to get in touch with the industry and see 
which technological developments have been achieved in the past year. The event 
also gives an idea on how large –and complex— has the wind industry become: it is 
not anymore only about wind turbines, but it also includes all the industries that can 
be related to wind energy (e.g. oil filters, cables, heavy-duty transportation, etc.).  We 
believe that this excursion is a good chance for the students also to get good contacts, 
which could be relevant for their future careers.  

The trip to Husum/Hamburg has been taking place for years, but last year we decided 
to extend it to a two-days trip, so that we could increase the learning outcome of the 
students; we followed this concept also this year, so, after having spent the first day in 
Husum (and having visited the booth of our test field) we hit the road in direction of Wismar, where the Solar Zentrum is located. 
The institution is a large ancient house which was renovated into a building which uses solar energy to cover all its demands, from 
electricity to heat.  

The center, founded by a former Folkecenter trainee, has a variety of solutions which allow to use the power of the sun for all the 
energy needs of the house: starting from the roof, which is not covered by PV panels, but made out of them, and continuing to solar 
thermal panels, which, thanks to a seasonal storage, allow the house to be heated also during the dark winters of Northern 
Germany. The building has a special focus on insulation and optimal usage of heating systems, which keeps the consumption low 
and allows the house to be operating by solar energy throughout the whole year. On the side of the house, a special type of 
greenhouse with five climate zones was built (from tundra to desert)...of course, all powered by sun! 

We spent the night in Solar Zentrum and, the day after, after the guided tour though the facilities, we drove back to Denmark. The 
trainees were really satisfied of the excursion and we hope they learned a lot out of it. 

The trip was financed by Folkecenter’s Support Group, which we thank deeply.  

The tropical climate zone in the green house 

From left: Husum: group picture in the booth of our new test field; Solar Zentrum: the trainees are shown a solar dryer, in front of the greenhouse; Solar Zentrum: 
group picture before leaving  

Organic Farming in Folkecenter 

If you are following us on our Facebook page, you might know that earlier this year we have started a small garden inside our Plus 
house, so that the interested trainees can learn how to grow vegetables and, at the same time, we can be more sustainable with 
our food consumption. The Plus house is the optimal building for that, because it allows a lot of sun light to reach the plants and, at 
the same time, vegetables are protected from atmospheric events (working in the garden when outside is raining is priceless!). 

The garden is, needless to say, fully organic, meaning that we do not use any artificial fertilizer or product. The only addition to the 
soil is the enriched water of the biodome, which, thanks to fish manure, has good levels of nutrients.  

[continues...] 

https://husumwind.com/en/
https://www.windenergyhamburg.com/
http://www.solarzentrum-mv.de/preview/news.html
http://folkecenter.eu/pages/Membership.php


[continues...] 

Throughout these months we have learned a lot, both in terms of what to do, but also what should be avoided! We have learned 
that pumpkins should not be moved excessively (ours did not have a happy ending!), that tomato plants can become huge (we had 
to tight them to the top floor of the building!) and that not all the plants match the seeds you put (we got two trees out of what we 
thought were peas’ seeds and more than 100 tomato plants out 6 seeds!).  

It is clear that we are not farmers, but we learned out of our mistakes and we still managed to achieve some results...and, most of 
all, WE HAD FUN! Yes, because learn-by-doing is great, but enjoy while learning is even better! 

We are now at the end of the season and our garden starts to look sad, but we are not: the process has been very inspirational and 
we have a whole set of improvements that we want to apply: to begin with, we have developed an automatic irrigation system, to 
become more efficient while watering; next, we have built up some structures to increase the growing surface and test ways of  
growing vertically and, last but not least, we are now working to develop an aquaponics system, combining fishes with plants for an 
even more efficient process. Stay tuned for further updates! 

Thanks to Leire, Valentin, Marcela, Mariem, Katia, Micha, Leon, Amir and Emir for having helped out to develop this garden. We 
will do our best to keep it running! 

 

 

 

From top-left: April: (from left) Mariem, Marcela and Daniele planting the first seeds; June: 

most of our seeds failed, so we bought some small plants; July: Valentin is amazed by the 

growing rate; July: Valentin and Daniele taste the first tomatoes; July: the pumpkin invades the 

garden (we moved twice and it almost died!); July: the tomatoes are now a forest; June: 

meanwhile, out of only 6 seeds...; July: we prepare a new house for the tomatoes of the 

previous picture; July: some of the tomatoes are transferred and happy; August: improvements 

to the tomato-house; July: meanwhile, some plants reached the roof; September: one tomato 

plant was so heavy that it broke the supporting stick. It is now tight to the top floor; August: we 

have beans!; August: Katia tests the irrigation system; October & November: tomatoes are still 

producing; November: we just finished a structure for vertical growing of salad (and yes, those 

on the back are tomato plants invading the building!) 



Can We Achieve 100% Renewable Energy? 

Many people still do not believe that 100% renewable energy is 
possible. Although it might take some time and although some 
challenges (like balancing) might be present, such a scenario is not 
anymore part of science fiction and Denmark is the perfect example 
of that: with over 40% of electricity coming from wind, it is getting 
increasingly common to have hours where electricity consumption 
is completely covered by renewable energies and, in some cases, 
the production even exceeds the consumption; this was the 
situation in the period 14-16 September, when for 32 hours in row 
Danish electricity demand was covered entirely by renewable 
energies, with a peak of 156,15%, a minimum of  103% and an 
average of 129%.  

Now, the next steps are thinking what to do with that extra energy, 
but applications are multiple, starting from system integration (e.g. 
using the extra electricity to produce heat or hydrogen). 

If you are interested in being updated about the development of 
renewable energy vs. electricity ratio, you can either follow our 
Facebook hashtag #100percentRenewablesIsPossible or visit our dedicated page. 

Note: In the picture a maximum of 159,62% is shown. This is because Energinet had some data collection failure, which have now 
been corrected. 

Can Sunflowers Produce Electricity? 

You might think that the only way to produce electricity out of sunflowers is by using their oil to drive an 
engine, which, thanks to a generator, will produce electricity. This is not the case! Scientists have just de-
veloped an “artificial sunflower”, the SunBOT, which is a pv-panel capable to autonomously track the sun, 
like the real plant, therefore increasing its energy yield. The magic is done by using nanomaterials and the 
outcome seems to be up to four times better than conventional static pv panels! You can find the study 
here. A more readable version can be found here. 

News from the World 

PV System at Folkecenter 
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https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=%23100percentRenewablesIsPossible
http://folkecenter.eu/pages/Renewable-energy-in-Denmark.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41565-019-0562-3.epdf?referrer_access_token=oZ8b9UCeqY_9VtUzmqD2NtRgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0PeDCa1Wtfx6CHnIHYPR2rNmt9WfrpOshGLwnyZ-yd8bWI0RQpr1H1D8ZD6SHxUQlU9DzcsnJtYTkAcTtTf34FAWWFganl_cJgjqyO1BgzxfyCiRffoNHpdHFE8zVcxuK4vD-dRr2i
https://www.sciencealert.com/engineers-create-tiny-artificial-sunflowers-that-bend-towards-light


E-Mobility in Folkecenter 

 

 

Meet the Trainee 

Eliana Marcela Melgarejo Peña  

Marcela (27, Colombia) has been a trainee in Folkecenter from January 15 to June 22.  
Graduated at the Santo Tomas University in Colombia, she came to Folkecenter with a 
background in Civil Engineering and the purpose of acquiring knowledge about renewables 
and ecological practices; her original thought was to learn pure academic issues, but her stay 
in Folkecenter gave her much more: “Besides the technical and academic knowledge—you 
can learn that at the university and on internet—”she says,  ”I have learned that the only 
thing you need in life is a dream and the will to do things. I think that the purpose of 
Folkecenter is to share experiences, understand how to accept differences and respect each 
other...in general, to grow as a human being”. 

Marcela did not have a specific energy interest, but she wanted to learn how to develop a 
more sustainable energy production that can both protect the ecosystems and promote 
opportunities in disadvantaged communities. Once in Folkecenter, she decided to focus on 
biomass, since her country is rich of that resource. For her future, Marcela would like to 
become an entrepreneur involved in project developments aimed at achieving a better 
world. 

Now that she is back in her country she says that she is missing the biodome and the plus 
house, location where, together with the other trainees, she developed several activities (e.g. The garden); furthermore, she also 
missing Jane’s food and companionship (“She is an admirable human being!”). 

Overall, Marcela was very satisfied with her period in Folkecenter and she would definitively recommend it to future trainees, not 
only for the academic aspect, but also for personal growth.  


